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Virtual environments are digitally simulated

experiences that have begun to leverage virtual

reality (VR) equipment to make environmental

interactions more immersive.

• The functionality of shared virtual environments

is highly dependent on user data.

• End user expectations of security and privacy

may be different from reality.

• Identifying where these discrepancies lie aids

understanding how to improve overall user

experience.

• Privacy expectations for children are different

than expectations for other demographics.

• What are the privacy expectations of users in

virtual environments?

• Are these expectations reflected in the privacy

policies of these applications?

Vignette Survey

• Examples of real privacy situations that users could potentially come across.

• Vignette structure allows the user to come to their own conclusions on their

beliefs rather than have their beliefs given to them by a question.

Privacy Policy Analysis

• Qualitative evaluation highlights whether individuals can extract important

privacy information from a given privacy policy.

• Quantitative evaluation utilizes the Flesch-Kincaid score to determine the

general readability of privacy policies as it correlates to grade level.The metaverse is a broad term for shared virtual

environments which seek to prioritize seamless

interconnectivity between users.
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• Conduct interviews to gain a deeper understanding

about user responses.

• Analyze social media posts using NLP to find which

privacy aspects are discussed most among users

and parents of underage users.

• Investigate "dark patterns" (intentionally misleading

UX design) within VR environments.

Figure 2. Virtual environment platforms studied.
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• Those who use virtual environments more

frequently are more willing to give up aspects

of privacy for greater immersion.

• Users are most confident in in-game data

tracking and children's privacy, both categories

which are well defined in most policies.

• Users are less confident in how these platforms

handle third party tracking and biometric data.

• While most policies studied clearly define how

data is used, they all collect more data than

what is required for the platform to function.
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Figure 3. Diagram of a vignette: "Does this process meet your privacy expectations?"

Figure 1. VRChat user interacting with a whiteboard.

Figure 4. Distribution of responses by category.

Figure 7. Policy reading comprehension with

expected comprehension scores at grade level.

Privacy Policy Analysis

Figure 5. Distribution comparing privacy

satisfaction among users with different

frequencies of virtual environment interaction.

Figure 8. Word cloud of survey responses to “Who is

responsible for protecting privacy in gameplay?” Participant

answers are split between the player and the company.

Figure 6. Examples of criteria analyzed.
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